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I. Introduction

This is the final report on the research program on "Radar Waveform Synthesis

for Target Identification" supported by the Naval Air Systems Command under

Contract N00019-84-C-0190, and it reports the progress for the period of

July 31, 1984 to August 31, 1985.

The purpose of this research is to develop a new scheme of radar discrimination

and identification. The new scheme is based on the natural frequencies of the

target. It consists of synthesizing aspect-independent discriminant signals,

called Extinction-pulses (E-pulses*) and single-mode extraction signals which,

when convolved numerically with the late-time transient response of an expected

target, lead to zero or single-mode responses. When the synthesized, discriminant

signals for an expected target are convolved with the radar return from a

different target, the resulting signal will be significantly different from the

expected zero or single-mode responses, thus, the differing targets can be

discriminated. .

The complex natural resonant frequencies of a radar target are aspect

independent features of its transient electromagnetic response. A number of

researchers have recently attempted to discriminate among various targets by

extracting those natural frequencies from late-time transient radar returns.

Since extraction of natural frequencies from late-time target responses is

an inherently ill-conditioned numerical procedure, very large S-N ratios are

required in the transient return. It has therefore been concluded that this

method for the direct discrimination of differing target is impractical.

The E-pulse is similar to the K-pulse studied by other workers [1-2].

1,



Our discrimination scheme differs significantly. Synthesis of the discriminant

signals requires only knowledge of the natural frequencies of various expected

targets. The latter natural frequencies are measured in the laboratory where

they are extracted from the late-time pulse responses of target scale models.

The numerically ill-conditioned natural frequency extraction procedure need

therefore be applied only to target responses measured in a controlled S-N

environment. Synthesized discriminant signals based upon those laboratory

measurements are stored as computer data files, and subsequently convolved

numerically with actual transient target radar returns. Since the latter

convolution operation is numerically well conditioned (a smoothing integral

operator), the S-N requirements for the actual radar return are significantly

relaxed.

Another observation made in the course of our study is worth noting.

It is common thinking among many researchers that radar detection utilizing the

late-time transient radar reutrn may not be practical because it contains little

energy; most energy is associated with the early-time part of that return. This

thinking may be true for very low-Q targets. Fortunately, for most space

vehicles, such as rockets and aircrafts, these targets are not exactly low-Q

structures. There is sufficient energy contained in the late-time returns of

such targets, as can be evidenced from our measured responses of complex targets

as discussed in Section 3.

Under the sponsorship of Naval Air Systems Command, the research program

has progressed steadily over the past few years and so far we have a good

understanding of the basic principle and have demonstrated the feasibility and

applicability of our scheme in discriminating between complex radar targets

[3-6]. It appears that this scheme has a good potential to be a useful and

practical method for radar detection in the future.

2



In this report we outline the progress made over the past year. In Section 2,

the basic theory on E-pulse and single-mode extraction signals is outlined based

on the time-domain and the frequency-domain analysis. In Section 3, experimental

results of the scheme when applied to complex targets are given. In Section 4,

shaping extraction signals by proper choice of basis functions is discussed.

In Section 5, new methods for extracting the natural frequencies of a complex O

target from its measured pulse response are presented. The future plans are

given in Section 6. Two recent papers published by us are included in Appendices.

2. Theory on E-Pulses and Single-Mode Extraction Signals

Basic theory on E-pulses and single-mode extraction signals is briefly

outlined in this section.

2.1. Time domain analysis

Assume that the measured time-domain scattered field response waveform of a

conducting radar target can be written during the late-time period (t > T as

a sum of damped sinusoids

N nt ()
r(t) z r ane cos(Wnt + n) t > Tn=l n n'n

where an and *n are the aspect dependent amplitude and phase of the n'th mode,

S a n + JWn is the aspect independent natural frequency of the n'th mode, and

only N modes are assumed to be excited by the incident field waveform. Then,

the convolution of an E-pulse waveform e(t) with the measured response waveform

becomes

c(t) e(t)*r(t) e(t')r(t - t'-.

N ant
t n ane [Ancos(Wn t + n ) + Bnsin(w nt + n)]  (2)
n-1

for t > TL TL + Te

3



where le "-nt' i

An = e(t')e n coswn t'dt'

(3)
Toe "nt'

Bn = J e(t')e sinw nt'dt'

and T is the finite duration of e(t).

Two interesting waveforms are now considered. Constructing e(t) to result

in c(t) = 0, t > TL, requires

An  B n = 0 l< n < N (4)

In addition, e(t) can also be constructed so that c(t) is composed of just a

single mode. In this case e(t) is termed a "single mode extraction waveform".

If the phase of c(t) is unimportant, e(t) can be constructed by demanding p.

A= =8, 0 1 < n < N, n # m (5)

to excite the m'th natural mode. On the other hand, requiring

An Br = 0 1 < n < N, n m
A-sQ -j (6)

m

results in
mt  .

c(t) - amet Bm sin(wmt + sM) (7)

and requiring N

A B 0 1 n _ N, n m
n n_ An - - (8)

B =0 1"
mmyields'-"

c(t) a me m Amcos(mt m) (9;

4 "
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The E-pulse resulting from (5) is termed a "sin/cos" single mode extraction

waveform, since it excites both sine and cosine components in c(t), 
while (6)

results in a "sine" and (8) in a "cosine" single mode extraction waveform. With

the proper nornalizations of e(t) (giving Am  B m), the convolved waveforms

(7) and (9) can be combined to yield the frequency of the m'th mode, sm - Cm + j.

2.2. Frequency domain analysis a

The convolution of the E-pulse waveform with the measured response waveform

can also be written in the form

N at
c(t) = a iE(s n)e n cos(wn t + ,n) t > TL  (10)n-l n n'n nL(0

where
fT e !s

E(s) ='e(t)l e(t)e dt (11)
0a

is the Laplace transform of the E-pulse waveform, and

I E

+ tan-n n (12)*n " n + "(2) -

,a

where "

Ein = Im{E(sn)1 Ern Re{E(sn)} (13)

"ow. c(t) - 0 for t > TL requires

Ein Ern 0 1 <n <N (14) !

or, equivalently,

E(s ) - E(s*) - 0 1 < n < N (15)n n

In addition, a sin/cos single mode extraction waveform can be constructed via

E(sn) E(s*) - 0 1 < n <_ N, n $ m (16)

while a sine single mode extraction waveform requires

-.

5sa
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E(s n E(sn) -0 1 < n < N , n # m (17)

E(sm) - -E(s*)

and a cosine single mode extraction waveform requires

E(sn ) - E(s*) = 0 1 < n < N, m m ]
n n m1 (18)

E(s ) - E(s*)
m m

It is easily shown that the frequency domain and time domain requirements

for synthesizing an E-pulse are identical. By expanding the exponential in

(11), one can show that (16), (17), and (18) are equivalent to (5), (6), and

(8), respectively.

One benefit of using a frequency domain approach comes via the increased

intuition allowed by equation (10). When an E-pulse waveform is convolved with

the measured response of an unexpected target, the amplitudes of the resulting

natural mode components are determined by evaluating the magnitude of the

spectrum of e(t) at the natural frequencies of the target (a result of the

Cauchy residue theorem). Thus, the E-pulse spectrum becomes the key tool in

predicting the success of E-pulse discrimination.

2.3. E-pulse synthesis (using Frequency Domain Analysis)

To implement the E-pulse requirements it becomes necessary to represent the

waveform mathematically. Let e(t) be composed of two components

e(t) = ef(t) + ee(t) (19 ) v

Here e f(t) is a forcing component which excites the target, and ee(t) is an

extinction component which extinguishes the response due to e (t). The forcing

component is a free choice, while the extinction component is determined by

1

first expanding in a set of basis functions

6
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Mee(t) Z a %fm(t) (20)

m=l

and then employing the E-pulse conditions. Using (15) results in the matrix

equation

Fl(s I) F2 (sI) FM(sl) 1 -E(Sl)

c2

Fl(sN) F2 (sN) FM(sN) -E f(SN)

Fl(s*) Fz(s * ) ... FM(s*) -E (s*)

where

F (s) = Y{f (t)Im m d

(22)
E (s) =-ie (t))

and M = 2N is chosen to make the matrix square.

Two types of E-pulses are now easily identified. When e f(t) 0 0, the forcing

vector on the right hand side of (21) is nonzero, and solutions for the basis

function amplitudes exist for any choice of E-pulse duration, Te, which does

f .
not cause the matrix to be singular. In contrast, when e (t) = 0 the matrix

equation becomes homogeneous, and solutions for eeCt) exist only for specific

durations Te which are calculated by solving for zeros of the determinantal

equation. The former type of E-pulse is termed "forced" and the latter

natural". Since a natural E-pulse has no forcing component, it is viewed as

extinguishing its own excited field.

7



N
A very useful application of the frequency domain approach results from using

pulses as the basis functions in (20). Let

t g(t - [im - 11L) (m - l)< _ t < MLfm(t) ( 23\

0 elsewhere

where g(t) is an arbitrary function, and . is the pulse width. Then

T

Fm(S) : fe g(t - [m - 1])e'Stdt

= F1 (s)eS1e-SmA (24)

and the matrix equation (21) can be written for the case of the natural E-pulse

as

1 ... I
• 2

2 z2N-11 ZN Z .. Z
N n N

-0 (25)
2 2N 1

1 Z* (Z*) ... (Z*)2 -

2 2N 1 2N
1 Z* (Z*) ... (n 2

where
-Sn a,

Zn = e (26)

Equation (25) is homogeneous, and thus has solutions only when the

determinant of the matrix is zero. As the determinant is of the Vandermonde

type, the condition for a singular matrix can be calculated easily as %

Sp s 1,2,3,... 1 < k < N (27)

k

8
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hus, the duration of natural E-pulse depends merely on tne imaginary ;art of oe

of tne natural frequencies. kitn • determined, the basis function amplitudes

can De calculated using Cramer's rule and the theory of determinants as

2N- I - m -1(2

where Pi is the sum of the products n - i dt a time, without repetitions, of

1-2

the quantities Z,, Z , Z .

Note that g(t) does not appear in this analysis, and thus the resulting pulse

amplitudes are independent of tne individual pulse shapes. However, when

discriminating between different targets, g(t) manifests quite importantly

through the term Fl(S)..

The synthesis of single-mode extraction signals can be carried out similarly

based on (16), (17) or (18). The only difference from the E-pulse synthesis

is that the number of basis functions M should be chosen to match the number

of equations presented by (16), (17), or (18).

It is also noted that the E-pulse synthesis based on the time domain analysis

has been published recently [3] (see Appendix 1).

3. Experimental Results on Complex Radar Targets

In the preceding section, the E-pulse and single-mode extraction signals were

synthesized based on the prior knowledge of target's natural frequencies. In the V

case of complex radar targets, this information is difficult to obtain, and the

synthesis of the discriminant signals can only be carried out by a combined

experimental and theoretical technique.

Over the past few years, we have developed the techniques (which can be

refined further) for synthesizing the E-pulses and single-mode extraction

signals for complex targets based on measured pulse responses of their scale

models. Through the convolution of these synthesized discriminant signals with the

.9
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measured radar responses of the targets, we have definitely demonstrated the

capability of our scheme to discriminate between complex targets.

The following steps are used in synthesizing the discriminant signals for the

complex targets:

(1) Measure the pulse response of the scale model of the target at various

aspect angles.

(2) Use the Fast Fourier Transform to obtain approximate values of natural

frequencies from the measured pulse response.

(3) Employ the continuation method [7 J and the natural frequencies obtained from

FFT as the initial guesses to calculate accurate values of natural frequencies

of the target. At each step of the algorithm, the condition number of the

regularized problem is checked.

(4) With the natural frequencies of the target determined, the theoretical

technique described in Section 2 is then applied to synthesize the

discriminant signals.

After the discriminant signals of a complex target were synthesized, they were

convolved with the measured radar responses of the target at various aspect

angles to check the workability of the scheme.

For the purpose of demonstration,two complex targets, scale models of

McDonnel-Douglas F-18 airplane and Boeing 707 airplane which have similar sizes

but different geometries, are used here.

Figures 1 and 2 show the measured pulse response of the 707 and the F-17

scale models, respectively. Each model is constructed of aluminum and has a

geometry as indicated in the figures. Also shown are the dominant natural

frequencies extracted from the late time portion of the response using the

continuation method. These frequencies can then be used to construct natural

E-pulse and single-mode extraction signals.

10]
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n Sn x 109

1 -0.22 + J2.55
2 +0.09 + J5.03
3 -0.14+ J7.52

33 n,4 -0.li +J9.92
5 -0.79 + J13.1

6 -0.17 + J14.1
7 -0.08 + J18.8

C3

I late-tire

0

cP..

0.0 2.0 4,.0 6.0 8.O 10.0 12.0
T lminte-ts

Fig. 1. reasured re-o, se of a Boeing 707 aircraft moel id seven dminant
naturol freJacu ies.
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Pulse basis function natural E-pulses of minimum duration considered for each

of the two targets are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The cosine first-mode and the

sine first-mode extraction signals for the 707 airplane are shown in Fig. 5.

Other single-mode extraction signals for these two airplanes are not shown

here for brevity.

Synthesized E-pulses and single-mode extraction signals for these two

airplanes are then convolved with their measured pulse responses shown in

Figs. 1 and 2. The convolved results are depicted in the following figures.

Figure 6 shows the convolution of the E-pulse for the F-18 plane with the

measured radar response of the F-18 plane. The convolved output shows a

strong early-time response followed by a "extinguished" (almost zero) late-

time response as expected. Figure 7 shows the convolved output of the E-pulse

for the 707 plane with the measured radar response of the F-18 plane. This

convolved output shows a significant, "unextinguished" late-time response

implying that the 707 E-pulse was convolved with the radar response of a wrong

target other than the 707 plane. Figure 8 shows the convolution of the E-

pulse for the 707 plane with tie measured radar response of the 707 plane.

The convolved output shows a nearly "extinguished" late-time response because

it is the right target for that E-pulse. Figure 9 indicates the convolved

result of the E-pulse for the F-18 plane with the measured radar response of

the 707 plane. As expected, the convolved result shows a significant

"unextinguished" late-time response. The results of Figs. 6 to 9 clearly show

the capability of target discrimination using the E-pulses of the targets.

To enhance the certainty of the target discrimination, the single-mode

extraction signals of the target were used to convolve with the measured radar

responses of the right target and the wrong targets. Figure 10 shows the

convolved results of the measured radar response of the 707 plane with the

13
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cosine first-mode
extraction signalo o ! | I for 707
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Fig. 5. Synthesized first-mode extraction signals for the 707 airplane
model.
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first-mode extraction signal for the 707 plane. The left figure of Fig. 10 shows a'

the angular frequency line extracted from the complex convolved output. Since

this line is almost parallel to the w,t line (of the 707) in the late-time

period, it implies that the measured radar response is from the right target of

the 707 plane. The right figure of Fig. 10 shows the damping coefficient line

extracted from the complex convolved output. This line is closely parallel with

the 1t line (of the 707) in the late-time period, implying the target is the

707 plane. Figure 11 shows the convolved results of the measured radar response

of the 707 plane with the fourth-mode extraction signal for the 707 plane. In V

this figure, the extracted angular frequency line is almost parallel to the

-4t line (of the 707) and the extracted damping coefficient line closely

parallel to the :t line (of the 707) in the late-time period. This implies

that the radar response belongs to the right target of the 707 plane. When the

measured response of the F-18 plane is convolved with the first-mode extraction

signal of the 707 plane, the results are shown in Fig. 12. The extracted angular

frequency line is not parallel to the .lt line (of the 707) and the extracted

damping coefficient line deviates from the ilt line (of the 707) in the late-

time period. This indicates that the measured radar response comes from a

wrong target other than the 707 plane. Figure 13 shows the convolved results of

the measured radar response of the F-18 plane with the fourth-mode extraction

signal of the 707 plane. The extracted angular frequency line and the damping

coefficient line deviate from the .4t line (of the 707) and the :4t line (of the
4a 4a

707,, respectively, in the late-time period, implying that the radar response

belongs to a wrong target other than the 707 plane.

Results depicted in Figs. 6 tc 13 definitely confirm the capability of the

target discrimination provided by the method based on the concept of the E-pulses

and single-mode e-trict'or signals.

19
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It is important to demonstrate that the E-pulse and single-mode extraction

signals of a target are aspect-independent. The following examples are given

for this purpose.

Fig. 14 shows the convolved outputs of the E-pulse of F-18 model with the

pulse responses of F-18 model measured at (a) 00 aspect angle, (b) 300 aspect

0 0angle, (c) 45 aspect angle and (d) 60 aspect angle. In each case the

convolved output gives an insignificant response in the late-time periods. This

implies that natural modes of the target were extinguished by its E-pulses and

the pulse responses used in the convolution belonged to the F-18 model.

Figure 15 shows the convolved outputs of the E-pulse of F-18 model with the t.

pulse responses of B707 model measured at (a) 00 aspect angle, (b) 300 aspect

angle, (c) 900 aspect angle and (d) 1800 aspect angle. It is observed that the

convolved outputs give large late-time responses in all four aspect angles.

This indicate that the F-18 E-pulse was convolved with the pulse response of

a different target.

Figure 16 shows the convolved outputs of the E-pulse of B707 model with the

pulse responses of B707 model measured at (a) 00 aspect angle, (b) 300 aspect

angle, (c) 90o aspect angle and (d) 1800 aspect angle. It is observed that the

convolved outputs give small late-time responses.in all four aspect angles as

expected. This implies that B707 E-pulse was convolved with the pulse responses

of the same target.

Figure 17 shows the convolved outputs of B707 E-pulse with the pulse responses

of F-18 model measured at (a) 00 aspect angle, (b) 450 aspect angle, (c) 900 00

aspect angle and (d) 1800 aspect angle. Large late-time responses are obtained

in the convolved outputs for all four aspect angles, signifying that the pulse

responses used in the convolution belonged to a target different from B707 model.
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aspect angle and (d) 180: aspect angle. :n eacm case, a large response

was obtained in the late-time period.
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The results of Figs. 14-17 confirm the aspect independency of the E-pulse

of a complex target and the feasibility of its use in the target discrimination.

4. Shaping Extraction Signals by Proper Choice of Basis Functions

In the synthesis of a single-mode extraction signal, it is important for

the spectrum of a single-mode extraction waveform to have a large magnitude at

the frequency of the mode to be extracted, in comparison to that at the

frequencies to be eliminated. This is due to the practical problem of the presence

of errors in the measured natural frequencies used to construct the single mode

extraction signals. Because of this error, the modes which should be eliminated

will actually be extracted. The amplitudes of these modes are, of course,

determined by the amount of energy in the extraction signal spectrum at the modal

frequencies. Now, if there is a relatively small amount of energy at the

frequency to be extracted, these extraneous modes may make a relatively large

contribution to the late-time portion of the convolved response, so that the

expected target might not be properly identified. This is especially trouble-

some for the case of higher mode extraction, where the smaller damping

coefficients of the lower order modes to be eliminated allow them to dominate

the expected higher order mode in the latter part of the late-time region.

A A A
Assume that we wish to extract a single mode with frequency s= + j .

Consider using the damped sinusoid functions for the basis functions, 0

-- n cos( ;t 7 m) 2g
fro(t) e (29) ]

with the transforms "

m [sinh(?m-s) T  - sinh(g(30) S).
F (S) e e (Sm s)

(30)

.P4q
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where ?m - 3m + jZm. The choice of ?m and 31 determines the usefulness of this

set of basis functions. Alone, each F 1,s' has a peak along a 1,ne Re s • constant

near = m Thus, choosing . " for each m should result in an E-Dulse wtP a

spectrum peaked near .

As a simple numerical example, Fig. 18 snows the reconstrctor tne

measured pulse response of a McDonnel Douglas 7-l2 a'rcraft -ode' lee .

The three dominant modes are used in the reconstruct'on S" "6. -

s2 =(-0.126 +j7.32)x 10 , and s
3 
+0A :9e) i dedt -s

reconstructed response is 10 dB of random noise 'le noise -Ar e ewe! is

perturbing the natural frequencies in tne eesDonse. ,re " sows ' "7 e

sine/cos waveforms constructed to excite the seconi mode D4 'le 'e -

response. The first waveform is synthesized jslng rectangq'a , e -,'".

with a forcing function chosen to be another -ectanqu'a' :,' ie t. ;e "

form is constructed from damped sinusoil "unctors -,; "e -,,e,

phases given in the figure. Here, the forcing luncti)r 's -cse- i. l

damped sinusoid.

Figure 20 shows the spectra (magnitude of the two ext-a.-,

plotted at Re(s) - z While the spectrum of the pulse funct'Di t-: .sP-

seen to have its signal energy concentrated near J. the scectrim' i"'e

damped sinusoid based E-pulse has a majority of its signal energy near :ne

frequency to be excited. The result of this energy concentration car be see- ,.

in Fig. 21, which shows the convolutions of the two E-pulses with the noiseless

reconstructed response. As expected, each results in a single damped sinusoid

in the late-time, but the late-time response due to the damped sinusoid based

E-pulse is seen to be relatively much larger More importantly, Fig. 22

shows the result of convolving each E-pulse with the noisy response of Fiq. 18.

It is easily seen that the late-t-ne -onvo',ed -sprs-se ' i'Y e a7ce

2.
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Fig. 18. Reconstruction of measured late-time scattered field response of
McDonnel Douglas F-18 aircraft model, using first three natural
modes, with 10 dB of random noise added.
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pulse function based E-pulse

damped sinusoid based E-pulse

0

I I

a a,
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0 •
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0 5.'

N- -.

time in nanoseconds
'5

Fig. 19. Pulse function based and damped sinusoid based forced sin/cos
single-mode E-pulses synthesized to eliminate first and third
modes of reconstructed response, while exciting the second.
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Fig. 20. Spectra of pulse function and damped sinusoid based single-

mode E-pulses, plotted at a - -.13 x 10 9. Note peak near

a C,

w 7.32 x 9l for damped sinusoid based E-pulses.
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Fig. 21. Convolution of pulse function and damped sinusoid based
single-mode E-pulses with noise-free reconstructed response.
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Fig. 22. Convolution of pulse function and damped sinusoid based single- "

mode E-pulses with noisy reconstructed response. -
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sinusoid based E-pulse has been affected much less by the perturbing of the I
natural frequencies of the reconstructed target response.

There is a need to study the uniqueness of E-pulses and the possiblity of

minimizing the duration of the E-pulse. The frequency spectrum of an E-pulse I
may be controlled by a proper choice of basis functions. Further study on the

E-pulse may make it more insensitive to noise. These problems will receive

attention in the future.

5. New Methods for Extracting the Natural Frequencies of a Complex Target

from its Measured Pulse Response

In our scheme, we need to find the natural frequencies of a complex target

from its measured pulse response before the E-pulse and single-mode extraction

signals of the target can be synthesized. Since the classical Prony's method

is known to be extremely sensitive to noise, it is important to develop other

methods for this purpose. The first technique developed by us is the Continuation

Method which has been published [7] (see Appendix 2) and is being used. This

method is not optimal yet and we plan to develop other different methods. Some

preliminary results on our three new methods are given below.

The measured scattered field or surface current response, r(t) of a target

to a transient pulse waveform is assumed to be composed of a finite number of

natural oscillation modes in the late-time period, t > TZ. The following

three techniques attempt to extract the natural frequencies from the sampled

representation of r(t).

A. E-Pulse Method

The convolution of an excitation signal with the measured response can be

written as

q(t) z e(t) * r(t) (31)
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The natural frequencies contained in r(t) can be extracted by constructing e(t)

as an E-pulse. Then, if r(t) is indeed a sum of natural modes, q(t) will be

identically zero in the late-time of the convolved response, t > TE . To the

extent that r(t) will be contaminated by various types of noise, an e:timate

of the natural frequencies can be obtained by minimizing the norm of the late-

time convolved response

m
q(t) 2 (32)

i=l

with respect to the parameters al'.... *N used to construct the E-pulse waveform,

where M discrete points are chosen at which to evaluate the norm. The natural

frequencies contained in r(t) are taken to be al'..., wN at the minimum point.

The benefit of the E-pulse method over the continuation method is that no

initial guesses are needed for the phases and amplitudes of the modes, since

they are not involved in constructing an E-pulse. This also means that the

number of parameters involved in the minimization is reduced by 1/2.

B. Discrete Late-time Minimization

Rather than performing a minimization with respect to the complex frequencies

used to construct e(t), this method performs the minimization of (32) with respect

to the amplitudes of the basis functions comprising e(t). Extraction of the

natural frequencies in r(t) then becomes a two step process. The minimization

first provides an estimate of the E-pulse waveform, and then it becomes necessary

to determine the complex frequencies that the E-pulse eliminates. This is

accomplished by locating the zeroes of the E-pulse spectrum. A

If a rectangular pulse function basis set is used to construct the E-pulse,

the location of the zeroes of the spectrum is quite simple. The spectrum of the

E-pulse becomes

36
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N
E(s) =X{e(t)} = F(s)eSe (33)1 n=l n

where Fl(s) is the Laplace transform of the first pulse function, . is the

pulse width, and an is the amplitude of the n'th pulse basis function. Setting

(33) equal to zero gives

N
a7 e- sni = 0 (34)

n=l n

which is just a polynomial equation, the roots of which give the complex

frequencies eliminated by the E-pulse. These are then taken as an estimate

of the natural frequencies contained in r(t).

The benefit of this method over the continuation method is the same as

that of the E-pulse method -- half the number of parameters are involved in the

minimization, and there is no need for initial guesses of modal amplitude and

phase. An initial guess for the basis function amplitudes is provided by

choosing initial guesses for the natural frequencies and constructing an

E-pulse from them. However, this is the only time at which an E-pulse needs

to be constructed, which should represent a considerable savings in execution

time over the E-pulse method.

C. Moment Method Approach

This technique is also a two step process, first sovling for an E-pulse

using the method of moments to solve the integral equation created by setting

the late-time convolved response to zero, and then extracting the frequencies

from the E-pulse.

Writing the convolved response (31) in integral form, and assuming that

e(t) is an E-pulse results in

q(t) f e e(t')r(t - t')dt' : 0 t > TE  (35)

37
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where Te is the E-pulse duration. The waveform which solves this integral

equation can be calculated by using the moment method. First expand e(t) in a

set of basis functions

L

e(t) E a f~ (t) (36)

Then rather than forcing (35) to be satisfied at all time t > TE, it is

nultiplied by a set of M weighting functions W (t) and the moments are takenm

L Te
Wm(t), Z f (tl)r(t - t' = 0 m = 1,2,...,M (37)

z=l

wnere the angle bracket represents the usual inner product.

The integral equation has now been reduced to a homogeneous matrix equation,

where M is chosen to be equal to the number of basis functions used to construct

e(t). A solution to this equation demands that the determinant of the

coefficient matrix be zero. This results in discrete solutions for the E-pulse

duration Te. Although a search is required for these durations, the amount of

compolexity involved is much less than that of either the E-pulse method or the

direct late-time minimization method, since now only one parameter is involved.

Once the E-pulse waveform is determined, the complex frequencies eliminated

by the E-pulse are taken as estimates of the natural frequencies in r(t). If

e(t) is constructed using pulse basis functions, then the detrmination of

these complex frequencies proceeds exactly as in the direct late-time

nnimization method, by the solution to a polynomial equation.

Two choices of weighting function W (t) used in (37) have been investiated.
m

Using delta functions is equivalent to point matching, and requires that

equation (35) hold at discrete points in the late-time. Using rectangular

oulse functions requires that an average value of the late-time convolved

38
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response be zero, and should provide improved ees-its if r t, is contaminated

by random noise.

The benefit of the moment method apnroacl nver the continuation method is

that no minimization Is required. It is only necessary to repeatedly solve a

system of linear equations, which should be much less time consuming.

It is important to Drove tne reliabi,tY of each of these methods under two

important conditions: in the presence of randOm noise, ard with the number of

modes present underestimated. if the routines work well when the number of

modes is underestimated, it is possible to begin by assuming very few modes,

and then slowly increasing the number wpi'e jsing the previous results as

initial guesses.

7o test the performance of the methods, assume an <(t, composed of three

modes plus a DC level

r(t . e . 26 0tcos)2.906t - ' .5 e 3s.3808t, o6.007t * 2
-0.4684t

0.3 e cos6g.06 t - 3 (38)

The natural frequencies used in constructing r(t, are just the first three

of the thin cylinder target, and the amplitudes have been chosen to accentuate

the lower frequency modes. This response is then sampled at 500 equally

spaced points between t = 0 and t 10. Tables I and 2 show the results of

using the described methods in the presence of various amounts of random

noise and with the number of modes Present inderest'mated. Shown for

comparison are the resj'ts 'r-m ising the.cont'njato metnod and stra';ht-

forward Prony's 7etnod. "e-e nc'se has been :rea~el y :ert.rb'no eacli samrled

point in the response by a ranor. anount mot excee"'n' a certa'n percentage

of the maximun 'absolite ia' je o' t*he resporse, 'nce the eesilts 'Cr the
direct late-t7-e -ini'zaton method a-4 (4 -:i s e e ea n '"evt'ca'

those 'or the %;
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It is obvious that each new method performs quite will both in the presence

of random noise and when the number of modes present is underestimated. As

expected, Prony's method fails under both circumstances.

WJe will apply these three new methods to the measured pulse responses of

various complex targets in the future. If any of these new methods is proved

to be more accurate than the Continuation Method, it will be accepted as our .4.

new tool for synthesizing the E-pulses of complex targets.

P1

.4

5.

.4
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6. Future Plans

-he following topcs ' ,ece'e a c, .

(1' Synthesis of E-ou'ses ind sing e-7oce i'c" ; a.

targets, including warious types of  , rits .: - .e -- .

measured pulse responses ol tnejr sc3le node

we will apply our aeveloped tec-r'=je 1 r ;'"ev:- *~ -

single-mode extracton signals to 4ar'otus jf'c'ex *daet. ; t Y

versatility and accuracy. The complexty of ex:eri1ent" s:a'e- ode' :'

aircrafts will be increased by adding fine structjres to thle ozoe'3 oler

this happens, the number of natural frequencies of the -ode; A'" De

increased, and consequently, the synthesis of the discriminant s'gna's o,''

become more difficult. We will test whether our technique can nandle tm,s

problem.

(2) Refinement of the technique based on frequency-domain analysis.

In the synthesis of a single-mode extraction signal for a target the

signal waveform and its frequency spectrum are found to be dependent on

the choice of basis functions. From the frequency domain viewpoint, it

is possible to select appropriate basis functions which may lead to an

effective extraction (with a maximum power) of the desired natural mode,

and at the same time, eliminating all other natural modes. We plan to

improve the quality of the single-mode extraction signal using this concept.

This is the continuation of the study described in Section 4.

(3) Improvement and modification of experimental systems.

The short term plan for the improvement of our experimental system is

to add a new sampling scope, a Tektronix 7854 digital waveform processing

oscilloscope (DWPO), and the modification of associated instrumentation. The

long term plan for our experimental system is to set up a free-space

scattering range inside an anechoic chamber. A ground plane will not be used
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'p

nt new -ansmit!'ng and receiving antennas need to be purchased. Some other

_Lonen s ) tne system may need to be altered. To accomplish this long

,e-- 'an, extra funding may be needed in the future.

eas,,ement Df target natural frequencies using current and charge probes

"<Cated :n the target surface.

oe nave measured the induced current on a wire target excited by a

;awssian ;u'se with a current probe. Prom the late-time part of the induced

transient cirrent it was possible to extract several of the target's natural

frequencies. The attempt to measure the induced transient charge on the

surface of a com.lex target with a charge probe was not very successful. We

plan to pursue this topic in the future.

5 'iew methods for extracting the natural frequencies of a complex target from

its measured pulse response.

We will continue to develop new methods for extracting the natural

frequencies of a complex target from its measured pulse response. The new

methods will include the "second generation" continuation method, the E-pulse

method, the discrete late-time minimization method, and the moment method as

described in Section 5. We will compare the performation of each method and

finally select the optimal one for our application.

(6) New topics relating to radar target detection.

One of the important new topics which may have great value in radar

target detection is the utilization of the early-time response of the radar

return. The early-time response contains much more energy than the late-

time response does. However, the former does not contain aspect-independent

parameters like the latter does. Therefore, it may be extremely difficult to

develop an aspect-independent scheme using the early-time responst of the

target. We may consider this problem in the future as a 'onq term project.

44 P.
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Radar Target Discrimination Using the
Extinction- Pulse Technique

EDWARD ROTHWELL. SMDIeIT ME.MR, IEEE, D P NYQUIST, 4'1FsER rM. KUN-MU CHEN, ELLow, rEEE.

,ND BYRON DRACHMAN

.bstrec-As aseci adepedeet ,d. tm'" discv,-iasnioe wiiem different natural frequencies. resulting in a different scattered I
basd as the atura freqosces of the tars is cos , desed. An field. Aso made apparent is the aspect-independent nature of
tldecsow.pials wveforn spas escistilo of a *V hfw cd Uthe E-pulse. Since the values of the target resonance frequen-
arpt resinli Is the elilssition of specnfed natural modl contest of ie ci

. sa~ttered fleld. EAca.,loa of a dissmilai taget produc sa • cies are independent of the excttion waveform, the E-pulse-,
different ilse-tine respo se. ConsarUctioI of approprlte eztslncuo-p lse will eliminate the desired natural modal content of the late-
u',,eforms is discussed, well as the effectu of roadom sise on teir tune scattered field regardless of the orientation of the target
appicatios to this cylinder tarlet. Als preteieted Is e1peIPer tM4 with respect to the transmitting and receiving antennas-
weriflcatiet of tis discnmination concept usln ,lmplifled aircraf It is important to note that the E-pulse waveform need not be
models, transmitted to employ this concept. It s assumed that an

I. INwrhoDL'C1iO, excitation waveform with finite usable bandwidth will be used
to excite the target, resulting in a measured scattered field with

") ADAR TARGET identification methods using the the desired ifinitet modal content The E-pulse can then be
X ,ttme-domain response of a target to a transient incidet thedsrd(iie oa otn h -u a hnb
aeomae gnrte onsderbla tar e st atransenty incident convolved numerically with the measured target response,

waveform have generated considerable interest recently (l]-[41 yielding results analogous to E-pulse transmission. If the
One of the most intriguing schemes involves the so-called maximum modal content of the target scattered field can be
"kill-pulse' technique as first described by Kennaugh [5] A estimated from the frequency content of the excitation pulse.
Kill-pulse (K-pulse) is an excitation waveform synthesized in then the E-pulse waveform can be constructed to yield a null
such a way as to uninize a transient scattered field response. lace-tie convolved response
Target discrimination results from the unique correspondence After an initil presentation of the SEM representaton of
of a K-pulse to a particular target excitation of a dissimilar Atra nta rsnaino h E ersnaino
taget Kplds a art r rge e o athe backscattered field excited by a transient incident wave andtarget yields a "larger" response, calculation of the corresponding impulse response. two types

This paper describes a related "extinction-pulse" (E-pulse) of E orepndin g ipl espose, two res

concept,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~o bae ntentrlrsnnc facnutn ai -pulses. forced and natural, will be discussed. The resultsconcept, based on the natural resonance of a conducting radar

target via the singularity expansion method (SEM) 16]. The are then specialized to a thin cylinder target. which has an
impulse response amenable to analytic calculation. Target

time domain electric field scattered by the target is divided into disrstonsinatenatl th cyc F-ula s we
an early-time, forced response period when the excitation discrimination using the natural thin cyclinder E-pulse, as well

waveform is traversing the target, and a late-time, fre as the effects of random noise are also investigated. Lastly.

oscillation period that exists after the excitation waveform has experimntal verification of the E-pulse concept is presented.
passed [71, [81. The early-time response is not utilized due to .BACYKA-rERED FELD Exc- By TKstEa"'r ICIDENr

its complicated nature. The late-time response can be decom- WAVE
posed into a sum of damped sinusoids oscillating at f'reiuen-

pose ino a um f dmpedsinsois osilltin at reqen- A perfectly conducting radar target is illuminated by a plane
cies determined entirely by the geometry of the target An E- electromagnetic wave as shown in Fig. I The elecmirc field
pulse is then viewed as a transient, finite duration waveform manetic wave n e wnnenc fieassociated with this transient wave can be written in the
which annihilates the contribution of a select number of these Laplace transform domain as
natural resonances to the late-time response A related target

identification scheme based on natural target resonances has t(7. s) = fe(sle ' ' II)
bee n examined by Chen [91.Target discrimination using this SEM viewpoint is caSLy where 7is a position vector in a coordinate system lcal to the

Target~~~~~~~ dici i ai n ui g ths S M ve p it iat. is a constant vector specifN. ing the polarization of the :
visualized. Each target can be described b, a set of natura target.
frequencies. An E-pulse designed to annul certain natural wase, k is a unit vector i the direction of propagaion. ande~t) represents the time dependence of the incident field The%
resonances of one target will excite those of a target with

current k induced on the surface of the target is given bN the
solution to the transform domain E-field integral equation

Mnuscnp( '-eeied Februsrn 9, 19R5. re~iscd Juiv 10. 1984 This *ork r- -- ]e
was uppored bv 'e %aval Aar S,,,tens Command under C,mtra Nii.A)IQ. ' " j', $)(" " ') - "- 

/  (, S) ----- dS83-(?-o132 -sL "J 4aR
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wntten in integral form using the impulse response of (5) as

E (t, e4')h(t-C, k, 1 dt'

= e(t') . a.(E. je ° ( -  cos [w,(t-t')

F ig I Oturnauon f coond-ucung target t), An LnC nt in c sie.tm ne . , dt. (6)
wave

This response is valid for the late-time portion of the scattered

where r is a unit vector tangent to the surface of the target at field. t > T, = T, - 2T, where T, is the duration of eu).

the point Ton S. and R= F 7, The surface current can The excitation waveform becomes an E-pulse when the

also be expanded using the SEM representation scattered field is forced to vanish identically in the late-time
Rewriting (6) and employing this condition ields a defining

RI?, s)= V a, (9, (s-s)' '(? s) equation for the E-pulse

a, 4, s) 1e' [4T,) :os (.'-,l,;,t1
where ;T (7, s) represents any entire function :ontnbution to ,
the current, and it is assumed that only a finite number of
natural mxdes are substantially excited bi. the incident field It B, 7,) sin (.;,t-o, k, = 0, r> T=, 2T ..

is further assumed that the onlt singulanties ot /A(T s) in the
finite complex s-plane are simple poles at natural frequencies %k here me coetfficients .4,(T,) and B,( T,) are given b.
S- =O, jwj Then, 7 represents the current distibution

of the crth natural mode. and a. is the 'class-l' coupling 4. T,1) = '. d' 08t
coefficient given by Baum [101 B (T,) sin

'he far-zone backscattered electric field can be computed
by integrating the current distribution over the surface of the The linear independence of the damped sinusoids in
target The " component of backscattered field can then be requires A, T,) = B, 7",) = 0 for all I s n s N
wntten as It is important to note that 4,(T,) and B,(T,) are indepen-

e ' ent of the aspect parameters k and enfving the aspect
E.(r, s, e(s)H(s, k () 14) independence of the E-pulse This is a direct consequence ot

the separability of the terms of the impulse response
where r = " and H(s./k. is the aspect dependent transfer A physical interpretation of the E-pulse can he facilitated b-
function of the target. Using (3) to represent the surface decomposing the excitation waveform as shown in Fig ' as
current, the transfer function can he inverse transformed to
determine the backscatter impulse response of the target elt) = e."(t)M elt) 9

Because ot the entire function contribution to the curent, where e"it) is an excitators component nonianishing dunng 0.
the impulse response will exhibit two distinct regions The s t < T,, the response to which is suhsequentIv extinguished
early-time, forced component represents the backscattered by e'(t) which follows dunng T, < t s T,. qi0istirutng Q
field excited by currents dunng the time when the impulse is into (8) and using A.(T,) = B.( T,) 0 yields
traversing the target. it has a duration equal to twice the one-
way maximal transit time of the target T. The late-time free er (f )e Cost dt
oscillation component is composed purely of a sum of constant . r sin ,t J
amplitude natural m,des and exists for all tme r > 2 T as

fCos W"
=- e'(t )e Lit ,l0)

- -. ~sin ;.i
hit, k, Z)- = a,(k. T1e'" cos (w~t- o(k. S:), t >T

5) The excitation component ot the E pulse necessar' to eradi
cate the response due to j pre,,elected excitator n component

where it has been assumed that the entire tuncion makes nocontnbuon e constructed as in expansion oer an hsppropte
chosen set of linearl. independent basis functions as

component of the tar-zone backscattered field is gien -impl.
by the convolution of the time domain incident field and the
impulse response. and is also composed of forced and freel. e'(t) = c, g,,(t). MI

oscillating portions. "

Fquation 110) then becomes

Tr) synthesize an E-pulse for a paricular target. the W" , T,)C. - is V i Z')
convolutional repreentatton of the hackscattered field is

e0

.... . . . ~*-'*~\~'. , .9
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t /0

*(t) -0.2. * J1 .912

3 -0.1491 j J2.884

L 4 -0.1713 * 13,874

-909 ,4854

96 -0.208C ;5.845
7 -0 2240 ; ,6-929

E a -0,2383 j a
7

.921

9 -0 2522 " ,.807
Tf T time 10 -0.2648 * .9.B00

e-o
Fig 2 Decomposition Of E-pulSe ino forcing and extinction components.

Fig 3 Onentanoc for thin-cylinder excitation and fint ten naural frequen-

where CIs

r, , -, cos C

Mc'!. (T,) = g.(t')e d' (13a)- r, sin Wa~t

Fl-= e(t')e cos dt'. (13b)
-o sin w 3t d

This can be written using matrix notation as

C., F,.

[7s~~T. ~c -- [.~sj(14)

Solving this equation for C1, CLv determines the
extinction component via (I11) and thus the E-pulse. "-.....-60°

It is convenient at this point to identify two fundamental 30' I-

types of E-pulses. When Tf > 0 the forcing vector on the right - -

side of (14) is nonzero and a solution for e'(t) exists for almost
all choices of T,. This type of E-pulse has a nonzero excitatory .i I' , a. ,., ,1 .0 i.e
component and is termed a "forced" E-pulse. In contrast, o-Wze :
when T, = 0 the forcing vector vanishes and solutions for Fig 4 Thin cyhider im'nlsle respow for N 30" and 0 =60" generated

e'(t) exist only when the determinant of the coefficient matrix using the firt ten natural modes
vanishes, i e., when det [M(T,)] = 0. These solutions
correspond to discrete eigenvalues for the E-pulse duration T,, late-time regions. An E-pulse to extinguish the first ten modes
which are determuned by rooting the determinantal charactens- of the target is created by solving (14) using the corresponding
tic equation Since there is no excitatory component. this type frequencies
of E-pulse is viewed as extinguishing its own excited field and Fig. 5 shows a natural E-pulse synthesized to kill the first
is called a "natural" E-pulse ten natural modes of the thin wire target. using a pulse

function basis set. The duration of the waveform. T, =

2.0408L, c, corresponds to the first root of the resulting
A theoretical analysis of a thin wire target has been determinantal equation Supenmposed with this is Kennaughs

undertake%) b- various authors tIIl. 1121 Target natural original K-puise. The similarlt- is xtnking. with the ma)or
frequencies are determined from the homogeneous solutions to difference being the finite duration of the E-pulse .lso show, n
the integral equation ,21 The geornetrs of the target and its in Fig 5 is a forced pulse function E-pulse constructed io
onentation with respect to the excitation field are gi\,en in Fig extinguish the first ten moxes ot the target The duration has
3 along with the first ten natural frequencies The frequencies been chosen as T, - 2.3 and the excitation component has
are normalized b-. rc L where L is the length of the wire and c been chosen as a pulse function of \Aidth equal to that ot the
is the speed of light, and correspond to a wire of radius gien basis functions
by L/a = 200 Numerical \,erfication of the thin , ire E pulse s geri n

The thin cylinder impulse response can be calculated by Fig 6 The natural E-pulk waseform ot Fieg 5 is ionsoLxe
inverting (4) [12] and becomes a pure sum of natural modes in ith the 30" and Ni" tmpul. responses 11 Fig 4 and the
the late time Fig 4 shows te impulse resp)nses -f thin resulting hatkwarlered field representiation, are ,her-ed ' he
cylinders oriented at 0 = 30" and 6 = 60". generated hb using zero in the ;ate time N.)te also the expected ionzero ear!'
the first ten modes of the target Note the distinct earl\ and time response This rtriion is jsetal ;, e it pro, Ie' a

L0
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ne s the finite E-pulse duration T,. This must converge to a
duuwc value as N-' For the pulse function basis set it can
be show tho the natural E-pulse durations are given by

To,,,2rN p  p-1, 2, "", 5I1sN (15)
W(l 'correct

where j, is the umaginary part of the th natura frequency. If *

this is written for the thin cylinder as

.. ,= S[I-6(I)t (16) 50 longer ,,.er

where 6(1 )/ decreases asymptotically to zero with increasing L.
then the mimmum E-pulse duration converges to l,11-ti,*

T,)in= u 2rN L "-"

V-T r(N-6(N) c

L
=2 -. (17)

C

. 0 9. 0 , .0 .0 ,.1

V TkXGEr DSCRIGMINATION WITH E-PULSE WAVEFORMS noI2llZed ti t/(LC)

Fig. 8. Convolution of 10 mode natural thin cylinder E-pulse with 60° dun
Discnnunation between different thin cylinder targets is cylinder impulse response and 60" response of a cylinder 5 percen longer

emonstrated by convolving the natural E-pulse of Fig. 5,
which has been constructed to extinguish the first ten modes of
a target of length L, with the impulse response of the expected
target and a target 5 percent longer. The result is shown in Fig.
4 The late-time response of the expected target has been -S
successfully annulled, while the response of the differing
,arget is nonzero over the same period. The difference in
target natural frequencies provides the basis for discrimination
-ased on the comparison of adequately dissimilar late-time
-esponses of differing targets.

Sensitiviry of E-pulse performance to the presence of
.incorrelated random noise is investigated by perturbing each
poin of the thin cylinder it pulse response of Fig. 4 by a
random amount not exceeding 10 percent of the maximum
waveform amplitude. The result is shown in Fig. 9. An
arnmp is then made to extinguish this noisy response by .
-oovodving it with the natural E-pulse of Fig. 5. As expected,
-he ,Amvolution shown in Fig. 10, does not exhibit a null late-
arni rmsponse, box results in a distribution of noise about the -I ate- tin

ro lae Alsw plotted in this figure is the convolution of the
E pulse with a noisy waveform representing a target 5 percent ,...o 1'. 0'. t'o ,i o a .

miller It is quite easy to separate the effects of noise and
'.aigt length sensitivity, suggesting that random Jnoise will not

Fig. 9. Thin cylinder 60 impulse response generated from first ten natural
rterfere with target discrimination. modes, with 10 percent random noise added

VI [= . ~r~er. VERIFICATION OF THE E-PULSE CONCEPT 8* and characteristic impedance of 160 0. while reception is

rime dom&in measurements of complex conducting target implemented using a short monopole E-field probe of length
epmes provide the means for a practical test of the E-pulse 1.6 cm. Although the receiving probe is not positioned in the
,mcw1 The present expenment involves measuring the near far field region of the scatterer, the resulting measurements

w.aered field response of a simplified aircraft model to have the desired modal content in the late-time period,
,r'nseIn pulse excitation. A Tektronix 109 pulse generator is providing the small probe purely differentiates the waveform.
jd to provide a quasirectangular 400 V incident pulse of Lastly, discrete sampling of the time domain waveform is

natnv.,wi1 duration Transrussion of the pulse over a 5 x 6 accomplished by using a Tektronix sampling oscilloscope (S.2
m .,xiducting ground screen is accomplished by using an sampling heads. 75 ps risetime) coupled to a Radio Shack
m,,eij htsonical antenna of axial height 2.5 m. half-angle of model Ill microcomputer.
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I 4

fT

I' . ie a@.

time in nanoseconds

FI| 4 .m~uaJ - IM ¢ to IUIUMI ived~tlU~ timse in nanoseconds
Fig 14 Nanaral E-pulse constructed to einwaaoe the five dminamnt , odesflfanic~d

to the F-IS measured response. Fig. 16. Convoluuon of fe 707 E-pulse with the F-IS measured response

LS

$ I.

S . - - ,.

tim in nanoseconds tiw in nanosieconits

Figl. 15. Convolutionof the F-l18E-PuLwih the F- 18measuredroa Figl. 17. Convolution of the 701E-puswith theT707 measured repoto,showing "ezluisphd'" lime-ie region. shwml -extinguished- late-time reion.

with the F- 18 measured response. Compared to early time, the V13. S vUMMAy AND CONCLUSION
late-time region has been effectively annulled. In contrast, Radar target discrimination based on the natur-al frequencie
Fig. 16 shows the convolution of the 707 E-pulse with the F- of a conducting target has been investigated. The response of

18 measured response. The result is a relatively larger late- targets to a particular class of waveforms known as "E.time amplitude. Simlarly Fig. 17 displays the convolution of pulses" has been demonstrated to provide an effective metaia d.
the 707 E-pulse with the 707 measured response. Again, the for implementing a discrimination process in the presence of
late-time region of the convolution exhibits small ampli-dee random noise.
I.Asy, Fig. I shows the convolution of the F- 8 E-pulse and Two types of E-pulses have been identified, naral ad

the measured response of the 707 model. As before, the forced. Discrimination based on natural E-pulses and the
.wrong" target is exposed by its larger late-time convolution response of a thin cylinder target has been demonstrated
response. theoretically.
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A Continuation Method for Identification of the
Natural Frequeacies of an Object Using a Measured

Responseit

BYRON DRACHIMAN AND ED ROTHWELL. !rrUDEMT MEMBER. IEEE

Ahmoefw-Tbe Wsdethesthemof the mrmt rlt~oes of an object
aiding smomael dWt b "m III-toodkisseed prohiem. A mrthod mod
migod to 90. olethe Problesm bend " rqnmtainat by a comitmosmo
method is Pa-ud The nigoeiha Is applied to tbe smemamd mowoe of
a moel ada-a-a-ft, sad the ampewlotlty of U0~ meothod to Piromys method in
The pa-meme of SOIs It MOmSrasad.

I INTRODUCTION

The singularity expansion method iSEMI (21 advocates repre-
senting the late-time electromagnetic tfield scattered from a finite I
sized conducting body as a sum of damped sinusoids (natural
modes). An important problem is to extract the natural frequencies
s - a + /w. from a time domain measurement of such a scattered
field. We desire to ind a function of the form

which "best fits" in some way the measured data. This problem
is known to be Ill-conditioned 111) and the straightforward use
of nonlinear least squares or Prony's method is unreliable We pre-
sent a method of solving this problem via a regularization process-
changing the ill-conditioned problem into a well -cond ititoned one
with a sufficiently similar solution.

Our goal is to give an overview of the mathematical basis for
this method and a usable. easily understood Agorithm for its im-
plementation. More detailed analyses and more elaborate algo-
rithms can be found in the cited references.

If. ILL-CONDITIONED PROBLEM

Consider a problem and an algorithm to,solve the problem.
When data are applied to the algorithm a solution results If a
small change in the data leads to a relatively large change in the
computed solution, the process of obtaining the solution is termed
"ill-conditioned.- In matrix theory. the conditioning leading to
the solution of the equation Ax - b is described by the condi-
tion number of the matrix A. which can be calculated directl%
using singular value decomposition (SVD). or estimated 151

It is important to distinguish between an ill-conditioned al
gorithm and an ill-conditioned problem If the problem IS ill-
conditioned then no algorithm will work well enough to pro-
duce accurate results (Rice Il 11 p I I I) The extraction ot
natural frequencies from a measured target response is such .I

problem.
-Regular izatIion- is a technique for solving .n ill-conditioned

problem by transforming it into i related well-, ondititoned proh-
lem with a solution that is I good approximation to the elusive % .

imsipi rectived November 16. 1983. revised Augusi 21. 1984 This
work was suapported by the Naval Air System Command under Contract 0019-
30-X-0382
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solution of the original problem. See Phillips (91, Tikhonov 1151. .•

Rice [ and Nashed (71 for more rigorous definitions and dis-

cussions. Our choice for a regularizatlon scheme is to use a con-

tinuation method.

Ill. THE CONTINUATION METHOD

Let A ) be a nonlinear vector valued function of the vector

Solving the problem Fi) = 0 by Newton's method or a quasi.

Newton method requires a good iitial guess for convergence

[131. The conventional continuation method may be viewed

as a numerical technique to overcome this difficulty. Instead
of solving A; ,) = 0. construct a family of functions

G,(.;) - rA;{.) + (I1 - r)(.i- X°), 0 4r 4 (2) T. .

where 1' is an initial guess for the solution to P(A) = 0. and solve
the series of problems r = 0. rl. ". T = 1. In an iterative pro. Fig- I. Typtcal path kn (U, r) spae.

cedure, r- r, is replaced by ri I = r, + Arj and the problem
G6,iI(;) 0 is solved for ; = '*t using P as an initial guess is parameterized by arc length s and the chain rule is applied to

(where it is assumed that Ar, is small enough to insure con- (5), we have
vergence). The process is begun with r = 0. = 10 and proceeds d

to r = 7f = I and the desired solution to F() = 0. - (;(S). -(s))

If the original problem A;) = 0 is ill-conditioned, we choose ds

to view the continuation method as a regularization procedure. di dfi d-r

The problem i - ;o - 0 determined by r = 0 is well-conditioned, (grad; H) - + - - = 0. (6)

while r = I corresponds to the original ill-conditioned problem. ds dr ds

Regularization is then accomplished by making r as close to one This is viewed as a differential equation

as possible to adequately approximate the solution to F = o
while keeping enough of the well-conditioned term (I ~ -0it

keep the combined problem well-conditioned ds - (7')

Theorems concerning sufficient conditions for the convergence d =

of the continuation method are discussed in [8] and 14) Allgower
and Georg [It also give a survey and history of the continuation

method. where ; is a normalized solution to the homogeneous equation ,.

IV. IDENTIFICATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES BY A -dH) (

CONTINUATION METHOD rad; H.- ; = 0. (8)

We wish to obtain a best fit to the sampled late-time target re- If we assume that at each point on the curve

sponse { 0 &(t,} by minimizing

() (a) (grad;H,- has full rank

where F,!, r) is the fitting function given by ( I ) and. = (A I, a,.
-. . '.W-. K )T is a vector containing the unknown amplitudes. /(di T dr

natural frequencies. and phases of the natural modes, and the dc

level Consider 70() as a vector valued function with ith compo- (b) A(s) = I is nonsngular

nent F(A. t,) and a column vector with ith component r, Mini- gr adn umizmng (3) then corresponds to minimizing Ill(; - R1ad' (L2

norm). This problem is ill-conditioned. but can be regularized /
mizapnlying then ortrespon tod min mizn lf ) R1L
by applying the continuation method and minimizing then (7) can be solved using a standard ODE follower We can

rllT(.) - R 112 +-I - till " - .V i' (4) also construct a "predictor-coffector" follower to step along the

where .o is an initial guess It is assumed that . and .o are ap- path until the final point (if", rf) is reached, either at rf = or
propra isely normalized dimensionless quantities With fixed, when the problem becomes too ill-conditioned. The predictor
diferentiaton of 14) with respect to the varibles in th yields the step (Euler) isto solve (8) for (,.. Ar) with a prechosen value of
normal equation as. The sign of det (A(s)) is used to choose the correct sign of ,

that is. to continue moving in the same direction along the curve

II(. r) = lgrad )(f- ) + (I - )( -o) = 0 15) If .4(s) becomes singular (indicating self-crossings or bifurcationk
of the path) see Keller (4) for more advanced techniques Also

where grad;fis the transpose of the Jacobian matrix off Allgauer and Georg ( I give details for incorporating vanable step ..0

We assume that 15) determines a simple path in (.i, r) space size as.

leading from i° .ro ) to iV. rf), as shown in Fig. 1. If the path Correction back to the curve uses Newton's method with r hei
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es timate i .. so )  frm I

calculate , At.* 1) ,K using linear least squares

choose as

ToI oo O

DO until CN condition no. is too large OR T-1

(Prdictor Steps Euler)

I

calculate red from gradgau V, - 0

fSte iteration

A0..usign(det A(O) ) Ai..sign(det A(s 1 )

YOS No YeS No

1 v normalized value of

1t s&t+, predicted value of _11

(Corrector Steps Newton's method)

DO until I converges ON CN too larci

C N e eCnd (gradjA)

solve ('Sd 1 g)(k -Zk + l) , R(jk) for

;ks1 with T held constant

ki-k~i

if, ss
°  contains identified natural frequencies ,

FiS.2. Flowchwa for cootiauabo medod.

constant. The condition number of (grad;H) is computed using able (such as overguessing the number of modes and averaging

SVD at each step to test for termination of the algorithm. (We [61, [101), but we have never obtained results as good as those

used a CDC 750 which carries 13 digits, assumed three digits of obtained from the continuation method.
accuracy in the measured data, and terminated when the condi- The second example uses the measured pulse response of a

tion number exceeded 1010.) Allgowey andGeorg [II contains an Boeing 707 aircraft model as seen in Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(b) shows the

alternate method for correction. Fourier transform (via fast Fourier transform (FFT)) of the late-

At termiation the identified natural frequencies are contained time portion of the measured response. The seven largest peaks ",

in -if. A flowchart for our algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. were used to determine initial guesses for w,. I < i < 7. in the
continuation method. The resulting best fit to the late time is

an V. EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS shown in Fig. 4(c). The experimental set-up yielding Fig. 4(a) ts

)'e The first example is shown in Fig. 3 and demonstrates the ad- described in [161.

or vantage of using the continuation method over Prony's method Vl. DISCUSSION 4

:or in the presence of random noise. The theoretical impulse response ,h
of of a thin wire at a 300 aspect angle has been computed by SEM The numerical evidence shows the superiorty o regulrizaton

ua,(,-. This isshown via a continuation method over Prony's method in the presenceY', using the first eight natural frequencies (4,(] hsi hw

ye. in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(b) shows the same reponse with 10 percent of random noise. Further numerical experimentation [121 has

,ns random noise added (10 dB max signal/max noise). Fig. 3(c) dis- also shown that, in contrast to Prony's method, underestimating

so, plays the natural frequencies extracted from the noisy response the number of modes in the response is not a computational

tep using the continuation method and Fig. 3(d) by Prony's method. disaster. In fact, it is possible to underestimate the number of

Clearly in this example the continuation method yields more ac- modes at first, and use those results as initial guesses when soling

eld curate results. Further refinements of Prony's method are avail- the problem with more modes assumed. Other benefits include di-
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Fig 3 (a) Theoretical impulse respons of a thin wire trget inclined at 0 30" contructd using the first eight narl frequencies
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rectly incorporating a dc level, and the fact that overguessing the
number ot modes present merely ,esults in negigible ampiatude
for modes not in the response
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